Government of Goa  
Office of the Executive Engineer,  
Electricity Department,  
Division-VII, Curchorem-Goa Pin Code 403706  
E-mail: ee7-elec.goa@nic.in Ph: 0832-2650632, Fax: 0832-2650011

BY SPEED POST/HAND DELIVERY  
Date: - 24 /12/2019

Name of work: - Quotation for Hiring of 01No. of vehicle like TATA ACE or any other similar capacity of vehicle for Mobile Van purpose alongwith driver & diesel for carrying out O&M works round the clock for a period of 10 months in the areas of Bhati V.P. under the jurisdiction of Elect. Sub-Division-III, Sanguem

Sub: - Extension of due date  

The last date of receipt of above cited quotation is extended upto 09/01/2020 upto 15:00 hrs., and will be opened on the same day at 15:30hrs. Other terms & conditions will remain unaltered.

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER-VII.

Copy to:-
1) The Chief Electrical Engineer Vidyut Bhavan 3rd Floor Panaji Goa.
2) The Superintending Engineer, Elect. Dept., Circle-I/II, Margao/Panaji.... For information.
4) The Divisional Accountant, Accounts Section, Div-VII, Curchorem....He is requested to be Present on the day of opening.
6) The Director of Information & Technology, IT HUB, 2nd floor, Altinho, Panaji-Goa.....With a request to publish the quotation called by this office for Hiring of 01No. of vehicle on Goa Govt. State portal by 31/12/2019 (E-mail sent to stateportal.goa@nic.in)